APA Citation Format: Electronic Sources

The examples below are similar to those in the sixth edition of the *Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association*, (available at the library’s Reference Desk).

APA style is very specific. Follow the spacing, *italics*, commas, indentation, and punctuation marks exactly as they are shown in these examples and in the manual. When creating a Reference List, all entries must be double spaced and listed alphabetically.

**Article from a library database (DOI is assigned)**


**Article from a library database (no DOI is assigned)**


**Electronic book (ebrary, for example)**


**Article, page, or section from a website**


**Article, page, or section from a website (when source has no date or is likely to change)**

### APA Citation Format: Print Sources

**Book, one author**


**Book, two authors**


**Journal article, one author**


**Journal article, two authors**


**Magazine article**


**Newspaper article**


**Article or chapter from an edited book**


**Article from a reference book: Dictionary, encyclopedia, etc.**